2005 dodge grand caravan oil

I have dodge grand caravan I just got a oil change and now my oil light is on but my oil level is
fine what could be wrong? Do you. Check the oil pressure with a mechanical gauge, if normal
replace the oil pressure switch. Was this answer. Engine Mechanical problem Dodge Caravan 6
cyl Two Wheel Drive Automatic i have a oil light and alarm that sound when the van has been
driven for a short distance and the rpms drop below aand it stops when the rpms are above that
range where do I start to look for the problem at? Check the oil pressure with a mechanical
gauge. If abnormal could be the oil pump or engine bearing. I have had my oil changed regularly
for the past 2 years since I bought this van. About 6 months ago right before a change was due
the light came on and it would chime off and on. Mostly when I would step on brake. Changed
oil but it is still doing it. Now it does it whenever it feels like it and will stay on. Someone told me
that there is a reset for this. Can you tell me where or how? I was going to just pull the fuse but
could not find a fuse for just that panel. If this is a reminder to change the oil, the information is
in the owners manual on reset procedures. If this is a low oil pressure warning, check the oil
level and if OK then have the pressure checked with a mechanical gauge. What exactly does
this light look like? An "oil can"? I don't recall a reset on the caravans for oil changes, but do
think this is the low oil pressure warning as Prince stated. May it has a bad pressure sending
unit, but do agree to get the actual pressure checked. Oil light still comes on after replacing
sending unit on d0dge caravan with It just comes on when you pull up to a stop sign. If
abnormal could mean oil pump and engine bearing. Have the oil pressure tested with a
mechanical gauge. If it really is low, suspect the engine bearings first. They can be replaced
before other damage occurs and without removing the engine. If you have the 3. If you installed
a sending unit for a 3. The oil pressure light stays on all the time, unless I turn the van off and
back on. Then it doesnt come back on. What could be wrong, what should I replace? Check oil
level and condition if okay-replace the oil pressure sending unit- Was this answer. Thankyou, I
replaced the pressure switch and no more annoying light! You're most welcome and come
again Was this answer. When I turn on the car the oil pressure indicator light goes on and
doesn't go off. If I immediately turn the car off and then back on again the light will go off and
stay off. But if I don't turn the car off, the light will stay on. There doesn't seem to be any engine
problems and it runs great. Should I be worried about an oil pressure problem? If it is an
indicator problem, is that a simple fix? I would replace oil pressure switch E Z fix Was this
answer. I have the same issue on my o5 caravan, can someone let me know if they have
replaced the pressure switch and succesfully solved the problem? Oil light is on, oil is full and
looks normal, engine runs great and no abnormal noise. Could defective switch be the
problem? Check the oil pressure with a mechanical gauge if okay replace the oil pressure
sending unit Was this answer. Engine problem Dodge Caravan 4 cyl Front Wheel Drive miles
Out of the blue my oil light flashed on and a bell sounded. I was just sitting waiting to turn. The
light went off when I was driving, but came back on when I stopped again. I found that if I put
the car in neutral when I stopped, it helped to stop the light. Eventually it didn't stay off, so I
gave the car a little gas and raised the idle of the engine while sitting and that put the light out
again. I checked the oil and it was fine, but just as a precaution, I had the oil changed. No help, it
still did it. The temperature hasn't risen, but I am worried that there is a problem with the oil
pressure. Is there an oil pump? This is a maddening problem for the Caravan owners afflicted
with it. Your mechanic should already have changed the oil and tesetd the oil pressure You
should be able to re-create this problem at will when the car, air, and oil are all hot in a parking
lot. Do not use the accelerator, only the engine idle. Please login or register to post a reply.
Doesn't Overheat, But Have Only First Some Background. Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question.
It's Free! I just changed my oil and filter, about 1 year ago U had the same problem and changed
the sending unit and it help for about a year. I am thinking about getting a regular pressure
gauge and hooking it up to see what the oil pressure is really doing. Any other ideas would be
great. If the pressure is bad try a oil change and make sure the oil is proper level and not
diluted. If that still doesnt fix it you may need a motor flush and the oil pump tested. Maybe turn
up the idle speed if its not idling at proper speed. Was this answer helpful? Putting vehicle in
Neutral or Park at stop and light goes out. Will a new Oil Pressure Sensor fix this problem? And
where is same located on engine? I have the check oil light coming on when my van is idling at
a stop light or while in park. Was this answer. I would check the pressure, you may have a bad
switch. Oil Light comes on to 'flicker' at low rmp on hot engine 'in gear' at stop. Good place to
start look beside the oil filter Was this answer. I have just bought a Dodge caravan. I noticed
that the oil light comes on at idle and goes agin when I pull away. I guess the first step is to
change the sensor and ensure the correct weight of oil is in. Assuming this was done what
would be the next step, could the oil pump be faulty although it works with revs? Some after
market oil switch never work correct on the Chry for the same price get one from the dealer and
give it a try or remove switch and hook a gauge set and check for oil pressure at idle if no

pressure replace oil pump Was this answer. I just had the oil and filter chaqnged, but the light
still comes on when the car is first started after the self-test, of course. Is there a way to reset
the interval counter or is it actually a case of low oil pressure? U can use a pressure gauge to
check the pressure at the switch or replace the switch and give it a try I would Have an
automotive repair question! Sign up and ask your automotive question! Please login or register
to post a reply. Doesn't Overheat, But Have Only First Some Background. Sponsored links. Ask
a Car Question. It's Free! I have dodge grand caravan I just got a oil change and now my oil light
is on but my oil level is fine what could be wrong? Do you. Check the oil pressure with a
mechanical gauge, if normal replace the oil pressure switch. Was this answer. Engine
Mechanical problem Dodge Caravan 6 cyl Two Wheel Drive Automatic i have a oil light and
alarm that sound when the van has been driven for a short distance and the rpms drop below
aand it stops when the rpms are above that range where do I start to look for the problem at?
Check the oil pressure with a mechanical gauge. If abnormal could be the oil pump or engine
bearing. I have had my oil changed regularly for the past 2 years since I bought this van. About
6 months ago right before a change was due the light came on and it would chime off and on.
Mostly when I would step on brake. Changed oil but it is still doing it. Now it does it whenever it
feels like it and will stay on. Someone told me that there is a reset for this. Can you tell me
where or how? I was going to just pull the fuse but could not find a fuse for just that panel. If
this is a reminder to change the oil, the information is in the owners manual on reset
procedures. If this is a low oil pressure warning, check the oil level and if OK then have the
pressure checked with a mechanical gauge. What exactly does this light look like? An "oil can"?
I don't recall a reset on the caravans for oil changes, but do think this is the low oil pressure
warning as Prince stated. May it has a bad pressure sending unit, but do agree to get the actual
pressure checked. Oil light still comes on after replacing sending unit on d0dge caravan with It
just comes on when you pull up to a stop sign. If abnormal could mean oil pump and engine
bearing. Have the oil pressure tested with a mechanical gauge. If it really is low, suspect the
engine bearings first. They can be replaced before other damage occurs and without removing
the engine. If you have the 3. If you installed a sending unit for a 3. The oil pressure light stays
on all the time, unless I turn the van off and back on. Then it doesnt come back on. What could
be wrong, what should I replace? Check oil level and condition if okay-replace the oil pressure
sending unit- Was this answer. Thankyou, I replaced the pressure switch and no more annoying
light! You're most welcome and come again Was this answer. When I turn on the car the oil
pressure indicator light goes on and doesn't go off. If I immediately turn the car off and then
back on again the light will go off and stay off. But if I don't turn the car off, the light will stay on.
There doesn't seem to be any engine problems and it runs great. Should I be worried about an
oil pressure problem? If it is an indicator problem, is that a simple fix? I would replace oil
pressure switch E Z fix Was this answer. I have the same issue on my o5 caravan, can someone
let me know if they have replaced the pressure switch and succesfully solved the problem? Oil
light is on, oil is full and looks normal, engine runs great and no abnormal noise. Could
defective switch be the problem? Check the oil pressure with a mechanical gauge if okay
replace the oil pressure sending unit Was this answer. Engine problem Dodge Caravan 4 cyl
Front Wheel Drive miles Out of the blue my oil light flashed on and a bell sounded. I was just
sitting waiting to turn. The light went off when I was driving, but came back on when I stopped
again. I found that if I put the car in neutral when I stopped, it helped to stop the light. Eventually
it didn't stay off, so I gave the car a little gas and raised the idle of the engine while sitting and
that put the light out again. I checked the oil and it was fine, but just as a precaution, I had the
oil changed. No help, it still did it. The temperature hasn't risen, but I am worried that there is a
problem with the oil pressure. Is there an oil pump? This is a maddening problem for the
Caravan owners afflicted with it. Your mechanic should already have changed the oil and tesetd
the oil pressure You should be able to re-create this problem at will when the car, air, and oil are
all hot in a parking lot. Do not use the accelerator, only the engine idle. Please login or register
to post a reply. Doesn't Overheat, But Have Only First Some Background. Sponsored links. Ask
a Car Question. It's Free! A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been
stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls.
For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and
has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that
has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of
used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In
addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their
customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,

insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

